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On the living room wall in an Atlanta house 

designed by Kristin Kong, Versa’s Medici vinyl 

wallcovering “brings gold and silver together 

in an iridescent way,” Kong says. Metallic  

colors are carried through the room with  

pillows in Bernhardt fabrics and Bernhardt’s 

Candide sofa, Surya’s Modern Classics rug, 

Arteriors’ Prescott mirror and Neal table 

lamps, and Gabby’s Sutton cofee table and 

Monroe chairs.

HB’s PAINT PIcks

● Ceremonial Gold   ● Grifn   

● Kestrel White, all by Sherwin-Williams.
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Everyday
Glamour 

Spl aSheS of Sunn y

g old a nd a r a nge of

Subtle gr ayS bring

wa rmth a nd e aSy

elega nce to a young

fa mily’S home.

	InterIor	DesIgn	 Kristin	Kong

IntervIew	 Lisa	Cregan

	 PhotograPhy	 Julien	Capmeil

ProDucers	 Doretta	Sperduto		
	 &	Jennifer	Boles
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In the library alcove, walls and trim painted  

a rich gray-brown, Sherwin-Williams’s 

Grifn, recede into the background to high-

light the mantel by FranÇois & Co. CR Laine’s 

Hans chairs in Lewis & Sheron Textiles’ 

Pandros. Organic Modern rug, Surya.



Lisa Cregan: Gray and gold sounds so 

 formal, like some crumbling castle’s coat of 

arms. But what a spark they give this living room!

Kristin KonG: First of all, this isn’t stately gray—it’s 

much warmer. My clients, Kelly and Carlos Carreras, 

love gray; it’s a really popular color right now, but 

you have to be careful because every tone has a dif-

ferent temperature. I knew I needed to stay away 

from cold and sterile blue-gray and lean toward the 

friendlier, browner grays. And the homeowners 

wanted this house, which they built from scratch, to 

be completely original and to have impact. I started 

thinking about van Gogh, the way his colors literally 

jump out at you and evoke emotion. Gold does  

that here—it gives this living room a kick of life.

How do you deliver just the right amount of kick?

I have a trick I use. This room has two shades of bright 

gold, both with the same clarity and equal intensity, 

so neither overpowers. I chose a strong, yellowish 

brassy gold for the accent pillows, lampshades, and 

rug, and a more orange marigold for the chairs in the 

library alcove. The second shade adds dimension  

and keeps your eye moving, otherwise the room would 

fall fat. I did the same with blue. In the family room, 

there’s an ocean-blue sofa mixed with a swath of tur-

quoise in the rug. In the master bedroom the window 

treatments are slate, but there’s a pretty blue-green 

color on the chairs. All the rooms have the common 

thread of gray, and all the moldings and trim are 

painted the same shade of taupe, yet each room has  

a unique vibrancy.

What keeps this kaleidoscope from 

bouncing your eye right out of the house?

I kept to only three main colors per 

room, not 20, so there’s no hoopla, just 

calm. And there’s a lot of upholstered 

furniture, which helps new construction 

feel inviting and established, since  

fabric flls up a room and gives it weight. 

Although I used a lot of patterns, I didn’t 

go outside each room’s color palette; 

even the intense emerald green in the 

guest room isn’t jarring for that reason. 

And the patterns that are everywhere—

from the chairs in the library to the bed 

in the master bedroom to all these won-

derful modern rugs—are structured 

and geometric, not sweet or diluted. I 

was an art history major in college, and 

I love Matisse, but my favorite pieces of 

his are from the period when he couldn’t paint any-

more and started working with abstract cutouts.  

I like to think there’s a crispness to the patterns I 

choose; they’re just as organized as the color.

sounds like a very mature and orderly home.

That’s an illusion! The couple have seven- and nine-

year-old boys. They wanted beauty, but in the context 

of the craziness of having young children—with all the 

spilled juice and Legos in the sofa cushions. I should 

know, I have a seven-year-old son, too. Their dream 

house needed to be extremely durable. So, for instance, 

the wallcoverings in the living room and master 

bedroom are vinyl—you can actually wipe them 

down with soap and water.

All this elegance from vinyl wallpaper?

Vinyl has come a long way—you get gorgeous layers 

of iridescence and depth that aren’t possible with 

paper. Beauty and toughness. And that isn’t marble 

in the master bathroom: It’s a porcelain tile from 

Italy that’s meant to look like Calacatta Gold marble, 

with beautiful gray and gold veining, but it’s less 

expensive and you don’t have the maintenance of 

marble. All the rugs are wool, too—unlike sisal, you 

can get almost any stain out of them.

so you’re that rarest of birds, a practical art history 

major. How would you describe the color combinations 

you’re drawn to?

I guess you could say that I’m not a big fan of Monet’s 

Water Lilies. I crave contrast. When colors play of one 

another and grab your attention, that’s happiness.

RIGHT: the dining room is infused with 

silvery tones “for elegance,” says Kong, who 

chose sherwin-Williams’s Backdrop for the 

walls and refnished the owners’ cherry 

dining table in a watery gray. Zentique’s 

Medallion chairs backed in burlap echo  

the living room’s gold accents. Hannah 

chandelier, Currey & Company. Curtains, 

robert Allen’s Medallion Band. 
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Above: All the blues in the house started with the vivid fabric on the family 

room sofa, Kravet’s Venetian. A bookshelf conceals a door to the back 

stairs. Walls are painted in Kestrel White to contrast with the Mega Greige 

trim, both by Sherwin-Williams. Reagan chairs in Kravet’s Marcellus and 

Rancho ottoman, Bernhardt. below: Designer Kristin Kong.

Above: A painting by Alexis MacIntire “relates to the family room’s ocean 

blues and the glittering silver of the metallic nailheads on the ottoman,” 

Kong says. Luna sconces, Ro Sham Beaux. below: The kitchen backsplash, 

in Stream Stone Mosaic by Trinity Tile, plays up the gold-and-gray palette, 

as do the granite countertops and KrafMaid cabinetry. 



Chairs in Pindler’s Barstow 

vinyl harmonize with Four 

Hands’ Louis table and a shade 

in Urban Decors’ Linen Dream. 

Meurice chandelier, Jonathan 

Adler. Pillows, West Elm.
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In the master bedroom, curtains in 

Pindler’s Marchesa create a sof back-

drop for Bernhardt’s Sleigh bed and 

Bachelor’s Chest tables. Bedding by 

Macy’s Hotel Collection. CR Laine’s 

Micah chairs in Lewis & Sheron Textiles’ 

Pavato. Ottoman, Gabby. Gatsby vinyl 

wallcovering, York Wallcoverings.
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A rich velvet on Bernhardt’s 

Gabrielle bed feels cozy yet 

glamorous in a guest room. 

Kenzo Hemlock from Lewis & 

Sheron Textiles on Bernhardt’s 

Creston chair. Delilah lamp, 

Robert Abbey. Paint, Sherwin-

Williams’s Cargo Pants. 

OppOsite: The master bath’s 

MTI tub is set of by Mediter-

ranea Calacatta tile by Trinity 

Tile. Spellbound chandelier, 

Currey & Company. For more 

details, see resources



I’m never afr aId 

to mIx metals. In thIs 

neutr al master 

bathroom, brushed 

nIckel and bronze take 

the pl ace of color.

““




